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1. INTRODUCTION
 In Janko 3 the 2-groups G have been classified with the property that
Ž . ² : mG possesses an involution t such that C t  t  C, where C C isG 2
a cyclic group of order 2 m, m 1.
There is one more case of the centralizer of an involution in 2-groups
which is very important. This is seen from the following ‘‘conditionless’’
 theorem of Berkovich 1 .
For a finite p-group G, one of the following holds:
Ž . 2a G has no maximal elementary abelian subgroup of order p .
Ž .  Ž .  2b G  p .1
Ž . Ž .c There exists in G an element x of order p such that C x G
² :x Q, where Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
In this paper we classify finite 2-groups G which possess an involution t
Ž . ² : msuch that C t  t Q, where QQ is a generalized quaternionG 2
group of order 2 m, m 3.
From the start, it is clear that such a group G cannot be of maximal
class. Then, by the known results, G must contain a normal 4-subgroup U.
We have two essentially different possibilities according to t	U or tU.
Ž . Ž .In the first case, where t	U Section 2 , we have either C t G orG
the order of G is equal to 2 m
2 and then we get four classes of 2-groups
which will be given in terms of generators and relations.
Ž .In the second case, where tU Section 3 , the situation is more
complicated since the order of G is not bounded with the parameter m. In
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fact, in some cases with given m 3, we get infinitely many 2-groups with
the same centralizer of our involution t. The idea of the proof in the
second case is to construct a certain large subgroup S of the known
Ž .structure with UC t  S and then we show that at S is normal in G andG
 that GS  4. This last ‘‘closure’’ argument is the main trick in the proof.
The corresponding argument in the previous ‘‘cyclic’’ case, which was
 treated in 3 , was considerably simpler. As a result, we obtain three
different types of 2-groups G, since we have exactly three possibilities for
the structure of S. In two of these types, the groups G could possess
elementary abelian subgroups of order 16 and in that case the correspond-
ing series of 2-groups will be given in terms of generators and relations
Ž .Section 4 . The first member of one of these series is a 2-group of order
27 which is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the simple group J of2
order 604800.
Finally, it turns out that the case m 3 of an ordinary quaternion group
QQ is more difficult than the general case m 4.8
 As a direct application of these results and the results in 3 , we obtain a
classification of 2-groups which have more than three involutions but
Ž .which do not have an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 Section 5 .
 Such groups have been considered by Rusin 4 by using a heavy cohomo-
logical machinery. Our methods are completely elementary.
 We shall use freely the notation and the known results quoted in 3 .
2. THE CASE t	U
In this section we prove the following:
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite 2-group containing an inolution t such
Ž . ² :that C t  t Q, where Q is a generalized quaternion group of orderG
2 m, m 3. We assume in addition that t is contained in each normal
Ž .4-subgroup U of G and that G C t . Then we hae the following possibili-G
ties.
Ž . Ž .A1 If t G , then G has a maximal subgroup M so that G
² : Ž .m
 1 m
1 mM t , where MQ or M SD and C t Q .2 2 M 2
Ž . Ž .A2 If t	 G , then one of the following assertions holds:
Ž . ²  2 2 2 2 2a m 3 and G t, u,  , w, y y  t , w   u, u  t 
      y y 1 y :  t,   t, w  1,  , w  u, t  tu,   , w  wt . We hae G 
5 Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² : Ž .2 , Z G  u has order 2,  G  t   is abelian of type 4, 2 ,
² : Ž . ² : ² : ² :G u, t is a 4-group, and C t  t   , w , where  , w Q .G 8
² :Also G y, w and G has only three inolutions; i.e., G is an -group in
 the sense of Berkoich 2, Section 43 .
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Ž . ²  2 m 1 2    b m 4 and G  a, b, t, u, x a  t  t, a  t, b 
  2 2 m 2 b 1 2 2 m 3 x x :a, x  1, b  a  u, a  a , x  a , b  bt, t  tu . The
m
2 Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² 2:order of G is 2 , Z G  u is of order 2,  G G t  a is
Ž m2 .abelian of type 2 , 2 , and G is not an -group since there exist inolu-
² :tions in G  a, b, t but G has no subgroups isomorphic to E . Also,8
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² : mG G has order 8 and C t  t  a, b , where a, b Q andG 2
² :G a, b, x .
Ž . ²  2 m 1 2    c m 4 and G  a, b, t, u, x a  t  t, a  t, b 
  2 2 m 2 b 1 2 1
2 m 3 x x :a, x  1, b  a  u, a  a , x  a , b  bat, t  tu .
m
2 Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² :The order of G is 2 , Z G  u is of order 2,  G  t  a is
Ž m1 . ² : m1abelian of type 2 , 2 , and G at is cyclic of order 2 . Also, G is
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² :an -group, G G has order 4, and C t  t  a, b , where a, bG
² :mQ and G b, x .2
Ž . ²  2 m 1 2     2d m 5 and G a, b, t, u, x a  t  t, a  t, b  x
2 2 m 2 b 1 x x 1
2 m 3 x : 1, b  a  u, a  a , t  tu, a  a t, b  b . The order
m
2 Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² 2:of G is 2 , Z G  u is of order 2, and  G G t  a .
Also, G is not an -group but G has no subgroups isomorphic to E . We hae8
Ž . ² : ² : ² : ² :mC t  t  a, b , where a, b Q and G a, b, x . Here weG 2
Ž . m 2hae C x  C Q .G 2 2
Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the assumptions of our Theorem 2.1
and let U be a normal 4-subgroup of G. By assumption, we have t	U.
Ž .   ² :Let T C U , so that G : T  2. We have T t Q, where QG
Ž . ² : ² : Ž .mQ , m 3. Set  Q  u and then we have U t, u  T and2 1 1
Ž . ² :obviously Z G  u .
Ž .We consider at first the easy case t G . Let M be a maximal
subgroup of G such that tM. Set M  TM so that M Q m and0 0 2
Ž . ² : C t  t M . If M is not of maximal class, then by Berkovich 2,G 0
Proposition 1.4 , M contains a G-invariant 4-subgroup U . But then0
tU , which contradicts the assumption of our theorem. Thus, M is of0
maximal class and therefore MQ m
 1 or M SD m
 1. There is an2 2
2 ² : Ž . 1element y	M M such that y 	 u  Z M . We have y ty ut so0
that tyt yu and this determines the action of t on M. We have obtained
Ž .the group G stated in part A1 of Theorem 2.1.
Ž .We examine now the difficult case t	 G and suppose at first that
² : Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .QQ so that u  Z Q  Z G  T and U t, u . If  G 8
2 ² :U, then there is an element y	G  T so that y 	U  u which gives
Ž . Ž .U Z G which is a contradiction. Hence, we must have  G U. Since
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² : G  T , we get  G  t   , where  is a cyclic subgroup of
2 Ž . Ž .order 4 in Q and   u. Because in the case of 2-groups  G T G , it1
follows that there are elements y, z	G T so that y2 t and z 2
² :since t and tu are not squares in G. If z normalizes Q, then Q, z is a
maximal subgroup of G not containing t which is a contradiction. In
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particular, Q is not normal in G so y does not normalize Q in view of
² : y Ž . y y yQ, y G. Also, we have t  tu and since tu  t , we get t   t
y 1 ² :which gives   u  . Take an element w	Q   so that Q
² : Ž . , w . Since G G is abelian and y does not normalize Q, we have
w y w r t for some integer r. Let us consider the permutation representa-
Ž .tion of degree 4 of our group G of order 32 on the set of left cosets of
² : ² : ² :the cyclic subgroup y of order 8. It follows that y  t and soG
² :t is normal in G. Suppose at first that r is odd, so that we may set
y  ² : ² : ² :w  w t, where 1 and so y, w  t . Thus, modulo t , the
² : 2elements w, y,  commute pairwise and so G t is abelian. Since y ,
2 2 ² : ² :w , and  all lie in t , it follows that G t is elementary abelian,
Ž . ² :contrary to the fact that  G  t,  . Hence, we must have that r is
even. We get w y wt or w y wut w1 t. However, if w y w1 t, then
y Ž 1 .replacing y with y we get w  w t  wt and other relations
y y 1 Ž .2 2 1remain unchanged: t  tu,   , and y  yy  y y y 
t1  t . Hence we may assume from the start that w y wt. The
structure of the group G of order 25 is uniquely determined and this is the
Ž .Ž .group stated in part A2 a of our theorem.
We turn now to the general case QQ m , m 4. Let a be an element2
m1 ² :of order 2 in Q so that a is the unique cyclic subgroup of index 2 in
Ž . ² : Ž . ² :Q. Here C t  t Q T C U , where U t, u is the G-G G
² : Ž . Ž . ² : ² :invariant 4-subgroup in T , u  Z Q  Z G and u  a . Now,
² : ² :m 1TUQ u D so that a, U U is the unique cyclic subgroup of2
m2 ² : ² : ² :TU of order 2  4 and so L a, U  t  a is normal in G.
² : 2 b 1If b	Q  a , then b  u and a  a . Taking any x	G  T , we
x x ² : ² : ² x:have t  tu and a 	 L. If x does not normalize a , then a  a is
² :  ² : an x-invariant subgroup of index 2 in a since L : a  2. Hence, in
² 2: m2any case, a is a cyclic normal subgroup of order 2  4 of G. In
² : ² 2:particular, the cyclic subgroup  of order 4 contained in a is normal
² : ² : Ž .in G. Thus, A t   is a normal abelian subgroup of type 4, 2 in
Ž .G. We have C A  L so that GL acts as an automorphism group ofG
² : b 1order 4 on A. Since  is normal in G and   , so there is an
element x in G  T with  x and also t x tu t 2. Since t b t, we
see that b and x induce two distinct involutory automorphisms on A and
therefore GL is an elementary abelian group of order 4. In particular, we
Ž . Ž . ² 2:get that  G  L. On the other hand,  G  t, a . Hence we have
Ž . ² : Ž . ² 2: 2either  G  L t, a or  G  t, a . In any case, x 	 L and so
x ² 2:xx induces an automorphism of order 2 on L such that t  tu, a 
² 2: ² :a and x centralizes the subgroup  of order 4 which is contained in
² 2: x j ia . Therefore, we have a  a t , where i 0, 1 and an integer j is odd.
² 2: ² : ² 2:Since x normalizes a and centralizes   a , we have either
Ž 2 . x 2 Ž 2 . x 2 Ž 2 . x 2 x i x ia  a or a  a u. If a  a , we obtain a  at or a  aut .
Ž 2 . x 2 x i x i 2 m 3If a  a u, we get a  at or a  aut , where we set   a .
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Ž Ž 2 . x 2 .Since x centralizes  and because of a  a u x induces a nontrivial
² 2: Ž 2 .automorphism of order 2 on a , we must have in this case o a  8 and
so m 5.
We consider at first the possibility ax at i or ax aut i, where m 4
Ž . m1 x i Ž . xand o a  2 . If a  aut , then replacing a with at, we get at 
i Ž . i ² : Ž . ² :maut tu at t . Note that at, b Q Q and also C t  t Q .0 2 G 0
Hence we may assume from the start that ax at i, i 0, 1. However, if
x x 2 Ž . xa  at, then we compute a a  at  attu au, which gives u 1
and this is a contradiction. It follows that ax a. If x 2 ta j with an
Ž . ² j:integer j, then C x  a, ta  L, which is a contradiction. Hence weG
2 ² : x ² : ² :have x 	 a . If b 	Q, then x normalizes Q a, b and since
2 ² : ² :x 	 a , so Q x would be a maximal subgroup of G which does not
Ž .contain t. But this contradicts our assumption that t	 G . It follows
x ² :that b  bt, where b is an element of order 4 contained in Q  a .
² :There are exactly two conjugacy classes of elements of order 4 in Q  a
with the representatives b and ba. Thus, replacing x with xak for some
integer k, we may assume that b x bt or b x bat.
Suppose at first that b x bt. We compute
2 xx 1b  bt  bttu bŽ .
2 ² : ² :and so x 	  , where  is an element of order 4 in a . Hence, we may
set x 2 a2 m 3 or x 2 a2 m 3u because these elements are the only ele-
² : 2 2 m 3ments of order 4 in a . If x  a u, then we replace x with xt. Then
² : x t Ž . twe have xt	G  T , xt centralizes a , b  bt  bt, and finally
2 m 3 m32 x 2 2xt  xtxt x t t a utut a .Ž .
Hence, we may assume from the start that x 2 a2 m 3 and so the structure
Ž . ² :of G is uniquely determined in this case. We see that here  G  t 
² 2: ² : 2 m 4a G and G a, b, x . Also, xa t is an involution in G 
² : Ž .Ž .a, b, t . We have obtained the group stated in part A2 b of our
theorem.
Suppose now that b x bat. We compute
2 xx 2b  bat  batatu ba u.Ž .
On the other hand, by setting   a2 m 3, we see that ba1
 2
m3
 ba  ba2 u.
2 2 ² : ² :Hence, we may set x  a or x  aw. Note that the group a  u
produces by conjugation exactly 2 m3 distinct conjugates of b. However, if
x 2 au, then similarly as before, we replace x with xt so that we obtain
2 2 xxt  xtxt x t t autut aŽ .
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and all other relations remain unchanged. Hence, we may assume that
x 2 a  a1
2 m 3 and the group G is again uniquely determined. Here
Ž . ² : ² : ² :we have  G  t  a  L and our group G x, b is 2-gener-
² :ated. Also, we see that G at and there are no involutions in G  T.
Therefore G is an -group. We have obtained the group stated in part
Ž .Ž .A2 c of our theorem.
We consider now the second possibility ax at i or ax aut i, where
2 m 3 x i Ž .  a , m 5. If a  aut , then replacing a with at as above we get
x i iat  aut tu at t .Ž . Ž .
Hence we may assume from the start that ax at i, i 0, 1. However, if
ax a , then
2 xx 2a a  a  a   a  au,Ž . Ž .
which gives u 1 and this is a contradiction. Only the case ax at
2 Ž . ² 4 2: ² : ² 4:remains. We note that x 	 L and C x  a , x , where   aL
Ž . m1since o a  2  16. All elements in T L are of order 4. There are
exactly four conjugate classes of such elements in T L and under the
² :action of a each such element is conjugate to one of the following four
² : kmelements: b, ba, bt, bat, where a, b QQ . So replacing x with xa2
Ž k .for some integer k note that xa also centralizes  , we may assume that
we have one of the following four possibilities: b x b, b x bt, b x ba,
or b x bat. If b x ba, then
2 xx 2b  ba  baat ba t ,Ž .
which is a contradiction since x 2	 L T and Q is normal in T. Similarly,
if b x bat, then
2 xx 2b  bat  batattu ba ut ,Ž .
which is a contradiction since Q is normal in T. If b x bt, then we
2 m 4 Žreplace b with b ba and x with x xa which also centralizes
2 m 3.  a . We compute
x  2 m 4 2 m 4 m 4 m4x a a 1 2 2b  ba  btat  bb a ba aŽ . Ž . Ž .
 ba2 m 4a2 m 4a  b1a  ba b.
x 2 Ž .Hence we may assume from the start that b  b. In this case x 	 C bL
² : Ž . 2 ² : Ž . 2 t, u U. Since C U  T , we must have x 	 u  Z G . If x G
u, then replacing x with xt, we get
2 2 xxt  xtxt x t t utut 1Ž .
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x t Ž . t x t tand other relations remain unchanged: a  at  at and b  b  b.
Hence we may assume that x 2 1 and so the structure of G is uniquely
Ž .Ž .determined as given in part A2 d of our theorem. The proof is complete.
3. THE CASE tU
In this section we examine the difficult case, where our 2-group G
possesses a normal 4-subgroup U such that an involution t	G is not
Ž . ² : mcontained in U and C t  t Q with QQ , m 3.G 2
In order to formulate our main result, we shall define three types of
Ž . Ž . Ž .2-groups: A m, n , B m, n , and C m, n , m, n	N.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let SQL be a product of two normal subgroups
 2
m 1 4 2 2 m 2 2 b 1
m² :Q a, b a  b  z  1, a  b  z , a  a Q and2
 2
n 1 2 2 2 n 2 t 1
n² :L c, t c  t  z  1, c  z , c  c D ,2
Ž . Ž . ² :where m 3, n 3, and Q L Z Q  Z L  z .
 If Q, L  1, then SQL is the central product of Q and L which
Ž .we denote with A m, n for m 3, n 3.
Ž . ² : b bIf C L  a and t  t, c  cz, then the so-determined group S weQ
Ž .denote with B m, n for m 3, n 4.
Ž . ² 2 : a am 1If C L  a , b Q , m 4 and t  t, c  cz, then the so-Q 2
Ž .determined group S we denote with C m, n for m 4, n 4.
In this section we shall prove the following result.
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite 2-group containing an inolution t such
Ž . ² :that C t  t Q, where Q is a generalized quaternion group of orderG
2 m, m 3. We assume in addition that G possesses a normal 4-subgroup U
Ž .such that tU. Then G has a normal subgroup S containing UC t suchG
  Ž . Ž .that GS  4 and S is isomorphic to one of the groups A m, n , B m, n ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .or C m, n . If S B m, n , then we must hae SG. If S C m, n , then
   GS  2 and if in addition GS  2, then we hae m n. Finally, if
  Ž .GS  4, then we must hae S A m, m and G acts transitiely on the set
of inolutions in S U.
Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the assumptions of our Theorem 3.1
Ž .and let U be a normal 4-subgroup of G with tU. Set T C U andG
  ² :then we have obviously t T. This gives G : T  2 and so G t T. By
Ž . ² : Ž . mmodular law, G  C t  t Q, where Q C t Q , m 3,0 G T 2
² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and so Z z  Q  Z Q  C t  Z G . Set G N G .1 U 1 G 0
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Ž .  Ž . ² :Since UG : G  2, we have UG G . Since  G  t, z , so t0 0 0 1 1 0
has exactly two conjugates t and tz in G . It follows that G UG . Set1 1 0
² : ² :D U t so that D D and G QD with QD  z and0 0 8 1 0 0
² :U z, u D . Let  be an element of order 4 in D and let y be an0 0
² :element of order 4 in a , where
 2
m 1 4 2 2 m 2 2 b 1
m² :Q a, b a  b  z  1, a  b  z , a  a Q ,2
m 3.
2 2 t Ž . tSince y   z, so x y is an involution in G D . But x  y1 0
1 ² : Ž . y  yz xz and therefore D  x, t D and D U Z D1 8 1 1
² : Ž . ² : m z . We see that C D  a, bt Q Q becauseG 1 1 21
bt 2bt 1 1 bt 1x  y  y   y  x , bt  z and a  a .Ž . Ž .
² : Ž . ² :Thus we have G Q D with Q Q, Q D  z , C t  t1 1 1 1 1 1 G
² : ² :Q t Q , and U z, u D . Denoting again Q with Q and bt1 1 1
with b, we have obtained the following initial result.
Ž . ² :R If we suppose that U z, u is a normal 4-subgroup of our
Ž . ² :2-group G possessing an involution t with tU and C t  t Q,G
Ž .mwhere QQ , m 3, then G UC t has the following structure.2 1 G
² : Ž .We have G QD , where D D , t	D , QD  z  Z G ,1 1 1 8 1 1
and UD .1
Ž .The next step in the proof is to ‘‘blow up’’ the subgroup G UC t as1 G
much as possible so that the structure of a large subgroup S containing G1
remains ‘‘about’’ the same as the structure of G .1
In the rest of the proof, we denote with S a subgroup of G of the
maximal possible order subject to the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . mi S  G  UC t  QD , where Q  Q , m 3, and1 G 1 2
D D , t	D .1 8 1
Ž . nii SQL, where L is normal in S, LD , n 3, and Q2
² : Ž . Ž .L z  Z Q  Z L , LD .1
Ž . ² :iii U z, u  L.
In what follows, we fix the following notation. We set
 2
m 1 4 2 2 m 2 2 b 1
m² :Q a, b a  b  z  1, a  b  z , a  a Q and2
 2
n 1 2 2 2 n 2 t 1
n² :L c, t c  t  z  1, c  z , c  c D ,2
Ž . Ž . ² :where m 3, n 3, and Q L Z Q  Z L  z . Then we have
² :u y , where y is an element of order 4 in a and  is an element of
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² : 4 4order 4 in c . If a  1, then we put y a. Similarly, if c  1, then we
put   c.
At first we shall determine the structure of S. Act with Q on the
Ž . Ž . Ž n3 .dihedral group L. Since Aut L Inn L is abelian of type 2 , 2 , so
² 2: ² :Q a centralizes L. Also, we know that Q centralizes  , t D 1
Ž .D . It follows that either Q centralizes L and then SQL A m, n ,8
Ž .m 3, n 3, or M C L is a maximal subgroup of Q, in which caseQ
n 4. We have essentially two different possibilities for M. The first
² : b b Ž .possibility is M a , t  t, and c  cz and then S B m, n , m 3,
² 2 : am 1n 4. The second possibility is M a , b Q , m 4, t  t, and2
a Ž .c  cz and then S C m, n , m 4, n 4. We see that we have in any
  ² :case Q, L  z and so Q is a normal subgroup in S.
Ž .Suppose that S B m, n . Then S possesses exactly six conjugacy
classes of involutions contained in S U with the representatives t, tc, b ,
ba , btc, and batc. The corresponding centralizers are
² : mC t  C t  t Q with QQ , m 3,Ž . Ž .S G 2
² : ² : ² : mC tc  tc  a, b with a, b D ,Ž .S 2
² : ² : ² : nC b  b  cy , tc with cy , tc  SD ,Ž .S 2
² : ² : ² : nC ba  ba  cy , tc with cy , tc  SD ,Ž .S 2
² : ² : ² :C btc  btc  by , u with by , u D , andŽ .S 8
² : ² : ² :C batc  batc  bay, u with bay, u D .Ž .S 8
Ž .It follows that t cannot be fused in N S to any of the other fiveG
Ž . Ž .conjugacy classes of involutions in S U. But C t  C t then forcesS G
that SG.
Ž .Suppose now that S C m, n . Then S possesses exactly five conjugacy
classes of involutions contained in S U with the representatives t, tc, b ,
ba , and batc. The corresponding centralizers are
² : mC t  C t  t Q with QQ , m 4,Ž . Ž .S G 2
² : ² : ² : mC tc  tc  a , ba with a , ba  SD ,Ž .S 2
² : ² : ² : nC b  b  c, yt with c, yt Q ,Ž .S 2
² : ² : ² : nC ba  ba  cy , ct with cy , ct  SD , andŽ .S 2
² : ² : ² :C batc  batc  bay, u with bay, u D .Ž .S 8
Ž . Ž . Ž .We may assume that N S  S otherwise we are finished . Then N SG G
can fuse the conjugacy class of t only with the conjugacy class of b under
 Ž .  Ž . Žthe assumption that m n and then N S : S  2. We have ccl t theG S
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.  2 i m24 Ž 2 i. ² 2 i:conjugacy class of t in S  tc , 1 i 2 and C tc  tc QS
Ž Ž 2 i.. ² 2: Ž .  2 iso that C tc  a . Similarly, we have ccl b  ba  , 1 iS S
m24 Ž 2 i . ² 2 i : ² : ² : m2 and C ba   ba   c, yt , where c, yt Q so thatS 2
Ž Ž 2 i .. ² 2: Ž . x 2 jC ba   c . Hence for any x	N S  S, we have t  ba  forS G
² 2:x ² 2: Ž .some j and so, by the above, a  c . Assume now that N S GG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .otherwise we are finished . Since C t  C t and N S already fusesS G G
Ž . Ž .the involutions in ccl t with involutions in ccl b , so there is anS S
Ž Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž . s Ž .element s	N N S N S with s 	N S and t t 	N S G G G G G
Ž 2 . t  2 kS. By the above, we have a  c with k odd. Since y is an element of
² 2:order 4 contained in a and  is an element of order 4 contained in
² 2: t  l Ž l. t  lc , we get that y z with l 0, 1. But then yz  yz which
Ž l. t  lgives uz  uz , recalling that y  u. We have proved that t central-
² : Ž .izes U z, u and so C t contains a subgroup isomorphic to E . ThisG 8
is a contradiction, since t is conjugate in G to t. Hence, we must have
Ž .  N S G and so G : S  2, as required.G
Ž .Suppose, finally, that S A m, n , m 3, n 3; i.e., SQL is the
central product of Q and L. Then S possesses exactly four conjugacy
classes of involutions contained in S U with the representatives t, tc, b ,
and ba . The corresponding centralizers are
² : mC t  C t  t Q with QQ ,Ž . Ž .S G 2
² :C tc  tc Q,Ž .S
² : ² : ² : nC b  b  c, yt with c, yt Q , andŽ .S 2
² : ² :C ba  ba  c, yt .Ž .S
Note that all 2 n2 conjugates of t in S lie in the dihedral subgroup
² : n2L c, t and also all 2 conjugates of tc in S lie in L. Similarly, all
m2 ² :2 conjugates of b in S lie in the dihedral subgroup K b , ba 
D m and also all 2 m2 conjugates of ba in S lie in K. These are all2
2  2 n2
 2  2 m2 involutions in S U. also, we see that
m 1 22 b 1²  :K a, b a  b  1, a  a .Ž .
We want to determine all dihedral subgroups of S which are generated
by a pair of distinct involutions in S U. We recall that any two distinct
involutions always generate a dihedral subgroup. Any two distinct involu-
Ž . Ž .tions in ccl t  ccl tc generate a dihedral subgroup which is containedS S
Ž . Ž .in L. Similarly, any two distinct involutions in ccl b  ccl ba gener-S S
² :ate a dihedral subgroup which is contained in K. We note that c fuses
Ž . Ž . Ž .by conjugation all involutions in ccl t to t and all involutions in ccl tcS S
² : Ž .to tc. Similarly, a fuses all involutions in ccl b to b and allS
Ž .  involutions in ccl ba to ba . We have c, a  1 and a centralizes t andS
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both tc and c centralize b and ba . All this means that it is enough
to see what is the order of the following four dihedral subgroups:
² : ² : ² : ² :b , t , b , tc , ba , t , and ba , tc . A computation shows that
2 2 2 2b  t  b  tc  ba  t  ba  tc  zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and so all these four dihedral subgroups have order 8.
Ž .Suppose that t is not conjugate in N S to any involution in S  L.G
Ž .That will certainly happen if for example m n. Supposing in addition
Ž .  Ž . that SG, we see that N S fuses t with tc and so N S : S  2, sinceG G
Ž . Ž . Ž .C t  C t . If N S G, then we are finished. Therefore, we assumeG S G
Ž . Ž .that N S G. Take an element s	G N S such that s normalizesG G
Ž . 2 Ž . s Ž .N S and s 	N S . Then we have t t 	N S  S. Indeed, ifG G G
Ž . x s xt	 S, then there is an element x	N S so that t  t  t whichG
Ž . Ž ² :. t  ² :gives sx	 C t , a contradiction. Since L  c  L  c , so t nor-G
² : Ž . ² :n
 1malizes L. We have L t  L D . Indeed, C t  t, z , L is1 2 L 11
generated by its involutions, and so L is a dihedral subgroup. Since1
Ž . Ž . Ž .   ² :C L N S Q, so Q is normal in N S . If Q, t  z , then QG G G
normalizes L . However, this is not possible, since L was a largest dihedral1
² : Žsubgroup containing D  t,  and being normalized by Q by construc-1
.tion! . Hence, t induces on Q an outer automorphism of order 2 with
  ² : ² :Q, t  z . If m 4, then a is the unique cyclic subgroup of index 2
² : ² : ² :in Q and so t normalizes a . If m 3, then a  y has order 4.
² : ² :Since t normalizes  and U z, u , where u y , so we have
ut  uz y t 1 with  0, 1. Therefore, we get yz y t 1 and so
t  1
 ² : ² :y  yz 	 y . It follows again that t normalizes a . By the above,
t  t  1 ² : m
 1we may put b  ba and then a  a , so Q t  SD . But then we2
have
t t  1 1u  y  y   yz  z y  uŽ .
Ž . ² :and so C t contains a subgroup z, u, t  E . This is not possible,G 8
Ž .since t is conjugate to t in G. Hence we must have N S G, whichG
 gives G : S  2, as required.
Ž .Suppose now that t is not conjugate in N S to tc	 L but SG.G
Ž .Then N S must fuse t to an involution in S  L U. Without loss ofG
Ž .generality, we may assume that t is fused in N S to b . This givesG
 Ž .  Ž . nN S : S  2 and m n because C b  C Q . Suppose at firstG S 2 2
² : ² :that m n 4. Then L c, t and K a, b are the only dihedral
m Ž .subgroups of order 2 in S and so for each x	N S  S we haveG
x ² :x ² : Ž .L  K and so c  a . If N S G, then take an element s	G G
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .N S such that s normalizes N S and s 	N S . Since t and tc areG G G
Ž . s Ž . t not fused in N S , we must have t t 	N S  S and L  K so thatG G
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ct  a with  odd. In particular,  t  yz ,  0, 1. It follows that t
   Ž .centralizes yz  uz and since z 	 Z G , so t centralizes u. Hence,
Ž . ² : Ž .C t contains z, u, t  E , a contradiction. We get in this case N SG 8 G
 G and so G : S  2, as required. Suppose now that m n 3 so that
5 Ž .S is extraspecial of order 2 and SQ D . Then t fused with b lies8 8
Ž . Ž .  in a conjugacy class of length 4 in N S . Set RN S so that R : S  2G G
and assuming that RG, we choose again an element s	G  R such
2 s ² :that s normalizes R and s 	 R. Then t t 	 R  S and R S t .
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .Hence C t  C t  t Q , where Q  C t Q . By theR G 0 0 S 8
Ž .properties of extraspecial 2-groups, we have D  C Q D and S0 S 0 8
² :Q D with Q D  z . Since Q is t-invariant, so D is also0 0 0 0 0 0
² :t-invariant and t acts fixed-point-free on D  z . This gives at once0
² : Ž ² :.that D t D and R D t Q . The four noncentral involu-0 16 0 0
tions in D form a single R-class and all other R-classes of noncentral0
involutions contained in S have length 2 each. This gives that t	D0
Ž . Ž . ² : ² :since the R-class of t has length 4 , C t  t Q , and UD  t .G 0 0
² :Obviously, Q t Q and so Q normalizes the dihedral subgroup0
² :D  t of order 16. This contradicts the maximality of LD in our0 8
construction of S. It follows that we must have RG and so again
 G : S  2, as required.
Ž .It remains to consider the case where t is fused in N S to eachG
 Ž . involution in S U. This gives at once that m n and N S : S  4 soG
Ž .that N S S acts regularly on the four S-classes of involutions which areG
contained in S U.
Suppose at first that m n 4. Then S possesses exactly two dihedral
² : ² : msubgroups L c, t and K a, b of order 2 and L and K contain
Ž .all involutions from S U. Therefore, for each x	N S  S, we haveG
x x x Ž .either K  K and L  L or K  L. Supposing again that N S G,G
Ž Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž .we take an element s	N N S N S with s 	N S . Then weG G G G
s Ž . t  t have t t 	N S  S. If L  L and K  K , then t fuses the twoG
² :classes of involutions in L  c and also t fuses the two classes of
² : t  1 t  1involutions in K  a . This gives that c  c and a  a . In
particular, we get
t t  1 1u  y  y   yz  z y  u.Ž .
² :Hence, the elementary abelian subgroup z, u, t  E is contained in8
Ž . t C t and this is a contradiction. Assume now that L  K. Then we haveG
² :t  ² : t   Ž . t  c  a and in particular   yz ,  0, 1. But then yz  yz
Ž . t   ² :and consequently uz  uz . Hence t centralizes U z, u , which is
a contradiction, since t is conjugate in G to t.
Finally, we assume that m n 3 so that SQ D is an extraspe-8 8
5 Ž .cial group of order 2 . We recall that N S acts transitively on the set ofG
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Ž .eight involutions contained in S U. Again assuming that N S G, weG
Ž Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž .take an element s	N N S N S with s 	N S . Then we haveG G G G
s Ž . ² : Ž .  Ž . t t 	N S  S. Set M s N S so that M : N S  2. We shallG G G
M Ž .determine V S and we note that S VN S . Consider at first theG
Ž .   s s spossibility VN S which gives V : S  2. Then V SS , t t 	 SG
ˆ² : Ž . Ž . ² : S, and V S t . By the modular law, C t  C t  t Q,G V
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .where C t QQ . Then C Q DD and S is the centralS 8 S 8
ˆ ˆ ˆproduct of Q and D. Since D is t-invariant and t acts fixed-point-free on
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ² : ² : Ž ² :.D  z , so D t D , V D t Q, V fuses all four involutions in16
ˆ ² :D  z , and other V-classes of involutions in S U have length 2. This
Ž .contradicts the fact that N S S acts regularly on the four S-classes ofG
M Ž . sinvolutions in S U. It follows that V S N S . Since SS is normalG
s Ž . sin M, so we get V SS N S . Thus F S S is a normal subgroupG
Ž . Ž .of M of order 8. If F is nonabelian, then S FC F , where F  C FS 1 S
Ž .  4is nonabelian and normal in N S . Since SQ D , so F, F G 8 8 1
 4 Ž .D , Q . But this contradicts the fact that N S acts transitively on all8 8 G
eight involutions from S U. We have proved that F is abelian. Since
Q D does not possess a subgroup isomorphic to E , it follows that F8 8 8
Ž .must be of type 4, 2 and consequently we have z	 F. Again, because
Ž .N S acts transitively on all involutions from S U, so we have U F.G
Ž s. ² : ² :Furthermore, S S  z and so if f is a cyclic subgroup of order
Ž² :. ² s: Ž . Ž .4 in F, so N f  S, S N S . Also, we have S  C f G G 1 s
 C Q and S : S  2. Hence, S contains exactly six involutions which4 8 1 1
are different from z. This implies that there exist involutions in S  S . Let1
t be an involution in S  F and let t be an involution in S  S . Then t1 1 2 1 1
Ž .centralizes f but t inverts f. This is a contradiction because N S2 G
² : Ž .normalizes f and N S acts transitively on all involutions in S U. WeG
Ž .  have proved again that N S G and so G : S  4, as required. OurG
theorem is completely proved.
4. GROUPS WITH ELEMENTARY ABELIAN
SUBGROUPS OF ORDER 16
As an application of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we shall determine up to
Ž . ² :isomorphism all 2-groups with an involution t such that C t  t Q,G
where QQ m , m 3 and which have an elementary abelian subgroup2
E of order 16. We obtain exactly two classes of 2-groups and we present16
them in terms of generators and relations. More precisely, we shall prove
the following result.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite 2-group containing an inolution t such
Ž . ² :that C t  t Q, where Q is a generalized quaternion group of orderG
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2 m, m 3. We assume in addition that G possesses an elementary abelian
subgroup of order 16. Then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups.
Ž . ²  2 m 1 4 2 2 m 1 2 2E G a, b, z, c, t, x a  b  z  c  t  x  1, m1
 4, a2 m 2  b2 c2 m 2  z, b1ab a1, tct c1, bc cb, bt tb,
1 2 m 3:a ca cz, at ta, xcx a, xtx bc .
² : ² : ² : Ž .m mHere we hae a, b Q , c, t D , and a, b, c, t  C m, m2 2
² 2 m 3 2 m 3 1
2 m 3 :and z, x, a c , ba tc is an elementary abelian subgroup of order
16.
Ž . ²  2 m 1 4 2 2 m 1 2 2 2E G a, b, z, c, t, x, s a  b  z  c  t  x  s2
 1, m 3, a2 m 2  b2 c2 m 2  z, b1ab a1, tct c1, bc cb,
bt tb, ac ca, at ta, sx xs, xtx tc, xcx c1, xbx ba, xax a1,
2 m 3:scs az, sts bc .
² : ² : ² : Ž .m mHere we hae a, b Q , c, t D , and a, b, c, t  A m, m2 2
² 2 m 3 2 m 3:and z, x, s, a c is an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16.
Finally, for m 3, our group G is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the
simple group J .2
Proof. Suppose that a 2-group G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem
4.1 and let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 in G. Using
our Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we see that we have exactly two possibilities:
Ž . Ž .E G has a normal subgroup S C m, m , m 4 of index 2 in G,1
 E S  8, and so G SE.
Ž . Ž .E G has a normal subgroup S A m, m , m 3 of index 4 in G,2
E SU is a normal four-subgroup of G, and so G SE.
Ž . Ž .Case E . Assume that S C m, m , m 4, is given with generators1
² :and relations as in Definition 3.1. Let U r, y be the normal 4-sub-
² : 2 m 3group of G, where y is an element of order 4 in a and   c is an
² :element of order 4 in c . In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have found all
Ž .five conjugacy classes of involutions and their centralizers in SU.
Their representatives are the involutions t, tc, b , ba , and batc. It follows
that t can be fused in G only to an involution in the conjugacy class of b .
We see also that S has exactly two normal subgroups isomorphic to D m2
² : ² :which do not contain any conjugate of batc: L t, c and K b , a .
Take an involution x	 E S. Since x cannot fuse t with tc, it follows
that x does not normalize the dihedral subgroup L. Hence we have
Lx K. The involution x sends the conjugacy class of t in L onto the
2 j Ž .conjugacy class of b in K. Replacing t with tc j is an integer , we may
x 2 m 3 ² :x ² :assume that t  b  bc . Also we have c  a and so replacing c
k Ž . xwith c k is an odd integer , we may assume that c  a. We note that
these replacements of generators did not affect the defining relations for
Ž .S C m, m . The structure of G is uniquely determined.
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Ž . Ž .Case E . Assume that S A m, m is given with generators and2
relations as in Definition 3.1. Then we have SQL, where QQ m2
² :mand LD . Let U r, y be the normal 4-subgroup of G, where y is2
² : 2 m 3an element of order 4 in a and   c is an element of order 4 in
² :c . In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have found all four conjugacy classes
Ž .mof involutions and their centralizers which are all isomorphic to C Q2 2
in SU. Their representatives are the involutions t, tc, b , and ba .
 Since G : S  4, so G fuses all involutions in SU into a single
conjugacy class in G. This gives that E SU.
Assume for a moment that m 4. Then we have seen in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 that S has exactly two subgroups isomorphic to D m. They2
² : ² :are L t, c and K b , a and both are normal in S. If we set
² : ² : ² :EU x, s , where x, s  S 1, then the 4-subgroup x, s acts on
 4 sL, K . We may assume that x normalizes L and K and L  K. The
involution x must induce outer automorphisms on L and K and so
c x c1 and ax a1 since x fuses two conjugacy classes of non-central
Ž .involutions in L and also in K. Replacing s with sx if necessary , we may
Žassume that s sends t to an involution in the conjugacy class of b instead
. 2 j Ž .of ba in K. Replacing t with tc where j is an integer we may assume
s 2 m 3 ² :s ² : x kthat t  b  bc . Also we have c  a . Let t  t, where t tc
with k an odd integer. Then replacing c with ck, we see that we may
x Ž k .2 m 3assume from the start that t  tc. Here it might happen that c 
1 z and then the previous relation t s b is changed into t s b1
 bz. In that case we replace b with b1  bz so that we may assume
again t s b . Replacing a with al, where l is an odd integer, we may
s Žassume that c  az. Here we have taken az rather than a so that the last
.relation looks simpler! Act on the relation xtx tc with s. We get
s s s s   x 1x t x  t az and so since x, s  1 we have xbx baz or b   baz
and finally b x ba. We note that these replacements of generators did
Ž .not affect the defining relations for S A m, m . The structure of G is
uniquely determined.
In the remaining case m 3 we have SQ D . We shall determine8 8
the group G almost in the same way as above for m 4. The only
difference is that here S has exactly six subgroups isomorphic to D which8
Ždo not contain the normal 4-subgroup U of G see the proof of Theorem
. ² : ² : ² : ² :3.1 . They are L t, tc , K b , ba , D  t, b , D  t, ba ,1 2
² : ² :D  tc, b , and D  tc, ba . In SU lie exactly eight involutions3 4
 4  4  4which are distributed in four S-classes: t, tz , tc, tcz , b , bz , and
 4 ² : ² :ba , baz . We set again EU x, s , where x, s  S 1. Then
² : Ž .the 4-group x, s acts transitively and so regularly on the above four
S-classes. This follows from the fact that G acts transitively on the eight
Ž .involutions in SU since C t has index 8 in G. If 	 is any involution inG
² : 	 	 	x, s , then we must have either L  L and K  K or L  K. Indeed, if
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	  4 ² : ² :L D , where i	 1, 2, 3, 4 , then LD  t, z or tc, z and LDi i i
 4  4is 	-invariant. But then the S-class t, tz or the S-class tc, tcz is 	-
invariant which is a contradiction. Similarly, if K 	D , where j	j
 4  4  41, 2, 3, 4 , then the S-class b , bz or the S-class ba , baz is 	-invariant
² :  4which is again a contradiction. Hence the 4-group x, s acts on L, K .
We may assume that x normalizes L and K and Ls K. Then we
determine the group G uniquely in exactly the same way as above. The
proof is complete.
5. GROUPS WITHOUT ELEMENTARY ABELIAN
SUBGROUPS OF ORDER 8
 As a direct application of our results and the results in 3 , we shall
prove the following classification result.
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite 2-group which is not of maximal class
 Ž . and such that G  4. If G has no elementary abelian subgroup of order1
8, then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
Ž . Ž .Ž .  a A group G from A1 c of Theorem 1.1 in 3 with inolutions in
G T.
Ž . Ž .Ž .  b A group G from A1 d of Theorem 1.1 in 3 .
Ž . Ž .c A group G from A1 of Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .d A group G from A2 b of Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .e A group G from A2 d of Theorem 2.1.
Ž .f A group G with a normal subgroup S of index at most 4 in G so
that S is isomorphic to the central product of Q m and D n , where m 2,2 2
Ž . Ž .n 2, and  G  S see Theorem 3.1 .1
Proof. Let G be a 2-group which possesses more than three involutions
and which is not of maximal class. Also assume that G has no subgroups
Ž .isomorphic to E . Let U be a normal 4-subgroup of G and set T C U .8 G
Ž .By assumption we have  T U and so there is an involution t	G1
² : Ž . ² : Ž .T. We have G t T and so C t  t Q, where Q C t . Since tG T
does not centralize U, it follows that Q has only one involution. Therefore,
Q is either cyclic or a generalized quaternion group. Such groups G are
 then described in this paper and in 3 . A simple inspection yields the
above result.
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